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NEW QUESTION: 1
Detailed business continuity plans should be based PRIMARILY
on:
A. strategies that cover all applications.
B. strategies validated by senior management.
C. the solution that is least expensive.
D. consideration of different alternatives.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
A recovery strategy identifies the best way to recover a system
in ease of disaster and provides guidance based on detailed
recovery procedures that can be developed. Different strategies
should be developed and all alternatives presented to senior
management. Senior management should select the most
appropriate strategy from the alternatives provided. The

selected strategy should be used for further development of the
detailed business continuity plan. The selection of strategy
depends on criticality of the business process and applications
supporting the processes. It need not necessarily cover all
applications. All recovery strategies have associated costs,
which include costs of preparing for disruptions and putting
them to use in the event of a disruption. The latter can be
insured against, but not the former. The best recovery option
need not be the least expensive.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which command removes a shared derived object, its
datacontainer, and its configuration
record?
A. cleartool rmdo
B. Windows delete command (or GUI equivalent)
C. cleartool rmcr
D. cleartool lsdo
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An IP phone user just answered an incoming call by lifting the
handset. Assuming that the IP phone uses SCCP, which SCCP
message will Cisco Unified Communications Manager transmit to
this called IP phone immediately after receiving notification
about the off-hook event?
A. Station Stop Tone message
B. Station Set Ringer message
C. Station Media Port List message
D. Station Start Media Transmission message
E. Station Open Receive Channel message
Answer: B
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